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1 Book Online 2 Leave review 3 Earn FREE Meals ! About Menu Get Directions Mon: 12pm-10pm W: 12pm-10pm St: 12pm-10pm Thu' 12pm-10pm Fri: 12pm-10pm Sat: 12pm-10pm Sun: 12pm-10pm Rating #34 of 226 Avg. Main course: 11 pounds 0.19 miles from Repton British Located in the quaint
village of Repton, Bulls Head is a lovely country pub, easy to find as it is located on the main street. Close to the big accommodation, this is a convenient choice if you live locally and want some trendy food and a few drinks without having to go out of the way. Popular among locals and traveled to many,
Bulls Head is always busy and for good reason. Housed in a historic building, this pub is filled with charisma, always fun to visit. The interiors are classic and well preserved, with roaring fireplaces and a huge wooden bar. The venue itself is divided into several floors, with a charming bar area, a
glamorous restaurant on the ground floor and a historic first floor that is a former bakery. If you can't imagine sitting inside, choose the al fresco dining room instead, with a large patio area that is spacious and lovely on a sunny day. Bull head is a fantastic choice if you are dining with family and looking for
a place that welcomes everyone. Experienced chefs at The Bulls Head take care of each dish, ensuring that the pizza is cooked to perfection and everything is well presented. Order an Oven Baked Camembert snack as an indulgent treat, perfect for two to share, or choose freshly cooked soup and
homemade bread for a warming and satisfying starter. If you fancy a burger, order a Wild Boar Burger topped with a creamy stilton and full of flavor. Substantial steaks and a wide selection of classic British dishes are also on offer, with fried cod fillets, which is ideal if you want something traditional.
Known for its wood-burning pizzas, try a Boston pizza topped with pulled pork and big enough to make sure you leave the feeling full. With such an eclectic menu, Bulls Head is suitable for any party, whether with friends or family. If you are looking for a fantastic meal in Derbyshire, the Bulls head to
Repton is sure to impress. Order a pizza by drilling it and enjoy indulgent food in this historic restaurant. Tags: Derby derby Derby British Lunch Sunday Roasted Top Ranking Restaurants Popular Offers Nearby Restaurants Near Prev 1C Dale Road, Matlock, DE4 3LT 26-28 Green Lane, Derby, DE1 1RP
4 Potter Street, Melbourne, DE73 8HW 22 Iron Gate, Derby, DE1 3GP 43A Cross Street, Burton on Trent, DE14 1EF 2 Tamworth Street, Duffield, DE56 4ER Next Prev 156-158 Station Street, Burton-upon-Trent, DE14 1NA 43A Street, Street DE14 1EF 4 Potter Street, Melbourne, DE73 8HW 8-9 Midland
Road, Derby, DE1 2SN 24-26 Osmaston Road, Derby, DE1 2HR Hallmark Hotel, Midland Road, Derby, DE1 2S Next You should always advise your your specific dietary requirements, including intolerance and allergies. Where we know that the dish is free of a particular allergen - this means that the dish
is made from ingredients that do not contain this particular allergen. Please note that all meals are cooked in our kitchens where nuts and gluten (and other allergens) are present. Therefore, we cannot guarantee that any of our dishes are completely free of allergenic traces and cannot take any
responsibility in this regard. Allergen information provided in our pubs, restaurants and in our online media should not be seen as any form of warranty, but as the best efforts to provide you with information about our dishes. You should assess your own level of risk based on your personal circumstances
before consuming any of our food or beverage No foods have been found appropriate to your choice. We visited the head of the bulls on Christmas Eve. We made reservations at 12pm for 3 diners. On arrival we didn't know if our reservation for a garden room or restaurant was as it wasn't clear when
booking, so we headed to the bar to ask. After a short wait the helpful staff member informed us that we had to sit in the garden room. Having dined at the bar and restaurant before it was a new experience for us. Upon arriving at the garden room, we were a great friendly staff who took us to our table. We
sat under a 'tree' on the table for three, two chairs, which were the biggest heaviest chairs I had ever seen. Being 9 months pregnant it was almost impossible to move the chair (I really don't exaggerate) but offered no help or alternative table, but again I didn't ask. The first thing that struck us was the
heat, it was like a greenhouse, but the friendly waitress clearly felt it and said the heater would turn down. Although the very nice surroundings our table was ridiculously dark and the music was too loud, but again the waitress obviously understood this and it was quickly turned down. We didn't want a big
appetizer so instead shared some olives, the portion was tiny and in fact we asked for a second serving, although the mixture of olives and dried tomatoes was delicious. We were advised at the beginning of our meal that if we ordered a standard and pizza menu the food could arrive at different times,
this was not a problem to us as we all wanted pizza, however we asked if some of the pizza chips would arrive and said they would arrive however they arrived before the pizzas and actually we ate them before the pizza arrived. Again, although the chips were lovely and the pizzas are really tasty. As the
restaurant became busier, the service remained but we could see the tables around us waiting in time for their meal. For me, the bull's head is a victim of my own success, the best atmosphere atmosphere - bar, but you can't just roll up and hope to get a table because it's usually so busy. I didn't enjoy my
experience of the garden room, but we probably had the worst table there, but I would ask not to sit there in the future. My overall rating in this case I have to say average, I would say it was a good experience but not quite reaching a very good level. From the review : Full Character Beautiful Bulls Head Is
a good place to eat and drink. We ate 'sweet and sour' pork and mushroom strogonoff, which folled gorgeous cheese leeks and potato soup with bread. Delicious food in a lovely setting, and some lovely real ales on offer too, as well as... like a decent wine, all at a very reasonable price. the bulls head
repton menu pdf. the bulls head repton takeaway menu. the bulls head repton christmas menu. the bulls head repton sunday menu. the bulls head repton breakfast menu. the bulls head repton lunch menu. the bulls head repton valentines menu. the bulls head repton christmas day menu
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